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Covev~ Stov~i es
Social Media: The EA Professional's Role
by Wendy McMillan, LPC, CEAP
The increasing use of social media sires is causing headaches
for workers and their employers and creating opportunities for
EA professionals to prevent and resolve conflicts.

Intervention Strategies for Evidence-Based EAPs
by Richc~v~c~ M. Weiss
Enough research has been conducted on secondary intervention
strategies to enable employee assistance professionals to develop
an evidence-based EAP.

Is Addiction a Disease?
by Richczv~d S. Sanc~or M.D.
Addicts speak of a loss of control; and addiction is best viewed as
such. EA professionals can help by educating alcoholics and addicts
about the nature of their condition and holding them responsible
for maintaining abstinence.

Fe~ztuv~es
Depression: A Lot Bigger Than You Think
by Thovnczs Pc~v~vy, Ph.D., czncl William Molvnen, J.D.
The absenteeism- and presenteeism-related costs of depression
outweigh the medical and pharmaceutical costs and make a strong
case for EAP intervention against this condition.

Helping HR Professionals Boost Resiliency Skills
by Kathleen Gv~eev~
Human resources professionals often feel isolated and stressed because
of the nature of their work, making them a key audience for EAPs.

Measuring Workplace Outcomes in EAPs
by Rich~v~~ Lennox, Ph.D., David Shczv~av; Ph.D.,
and John Buv~ke, M.A.
Until EAPs can demonstrate they produce positive workplace
outcomes, they will continue to lack credibility with employers
and be seen as commodities.
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"The time has come to expend

less energy and money on

measuring processes and invest

more in measuring outcomes

and demonstrating results."

"Measuring Workplace

Outcomes in EAPs"

—page 18
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Positioning Your EAP
for the Recovery
by Mcz~icz Luna, LEAI; LI'C, CEAI'

hat would you have done
differently 12 months ago
if you had known that

today we would be in the midst of the
worst economic downturn since the
Great Depression? What would you
have done to help your employer and
employee clients survive the recession,
and what changes in strategy or service
offerings would you have implemented?

Now, ask yourself the same ques-
tions about the recovery. The economists
are saying that we've turned the corner,
though most of us won't notice any
signs of improvement for a few months
(and maybe longer). But things will
improve, and the time to begin position-
ing yourself and your EAP for the recov-
ery and the changes it will bring is now

Some of the articles in this issue of
the Journal provide ideas for doing just
that. For example, Richard Weiss recom-
mends that EA professionals encourage
their employer clients to invest only in
initiatives chat have been shown to pro-
duce apositive return on investment—
typically those that are designed to
enhance people's ability to withstand
the impact of problems. Too often, he
says, employers have supported primary
interventions for which there is little or
no evidence of long-term effectiveness.
Recommending and helping implement
initiatives that are justified by research
will benefit employers and employees
and help EAPs return to their core com-
petency of solving workplace problems
related to human behavior.

Rik Lennox, Dave Sharar and John
Burke offer another strategic idea for our
field—developing and implementing
meaningful criteria for measuring EAP
outcomes. Without such criteria, they
argue, EAP providers. will never be paid

in proportion to their effectiveness,
because employers will not be able to
base prices on outcomes. The authors
propose a workplace outcomes suite that
uses aself-report scale to examine the
impact of personal issues on workplace
functioning as evidenced by absen-
teeism, presenteeism, work engagement,
life satisfaction, and workplace distress.

Thomas Parry and William
Molmen, meanwhile, recommend that
EA professionals expand their definition
of the value of EAP initiatives to include
not just medical cost savings but also
reduced absenteeism and presenteeism
and increased productivity. Using
depression as an example, they present
research showing that short-term disabil-
ity claims account for only 19 percent
of lost days for workers with depression,
whereas presenteeism represents 63 per-
cent. By making this kind of research
clear to employers, EA professionals
can make a stronger case for financial
support of EAP initiatives.

These ideas are well worth explor-
ing as the economy improves and EAPs
turn their attention to considering new
initiatives and strategies. In the short
term, however, the recession is still with
us, and EAPs have many opportunities
to provide valuable assistance to both
organizations and workers. As Kathy
Greer discusses in her article, EAPs can

work to improve the resiliency of human

resources professionals, who often deal

with difficult behavioral situations that

they cannot discuss with others because

of confidentiality issues. EA professionals

understand the stress this can cause and

how to reduce its impact:

The two other articles in this issue

address concerns that reflect the broad

nature of performance problems that

EAPs confront. One concern, alcohol
abuse, is the behavior that launched the
EAP movement; the other, social media
abuse, is a recent phenomenon. Both
present an opportunity for EA profes-
sionals to rethink how they can best
serve their clients and become valued
partners in the evolving workplace.

By the time you read these articles,
the 2009 EAPA World Conference will
be upon us. If you're in Dallas, I encour-
age you to talk to me or one of the panel
members and share your thoughts about
how to improve the Jou~~nul and increase
its value to EA professionals.
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Mark Cohen •Rockville Center, N.Y,
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hack to the EAP
Core Technology

s a founding member of EAPA
(then known as ALMACA), I
read with great interest the 3rd

quarter 2009 issue of [he Journal of
Employee Assistance and particularly
the articles titled "Do ̀Free' EAPs Offer
Discernible Ualue," "The New EAP
Purchasing Realities," and "Commodity
or Craft: The Choice is Ours."

I get the feeling there is a struggle
for survival of the EAP movement as we
have known it for the past several years.
I am not surprised at the problems the
industry faces, in that we have lost the
proper focus in our attempt to become
more sophisticated and clinical in our

approach to providing EAP services.
All of the founding members of

ALMACA came with a broad variety of
business backgrounds. Not one of the
founders was from the clinical disci-
plines—they were businessmen and
union people with a strong interest in
alcoholism. The National Council on
Alcoholism arranged for the first meeting
of ALMACA.

Through case studies in companies
and concurrent studies by Harrison
Trice (with Paul Roman), it was deter-
mined that an EAP could be most
effective when it had the active support
of corporate management. Management

training in relationship to the EAP

became the method of gaining that

interest.
Through the guidance of many

people, particularly Paul Roman, EAPA

adopted the EAP Core Technology and
then a certification process that included
a significant percentage of knowledge
related to the business side. With the
takeover of EAPs by insurance compa-
nies, there became less of a focus on
the business aspect, and EAPs began

• to lose their relationship inside the busi-
ness relative to cost savings and job
improvement.

If EAPA is to remain viable, it needs
to refocus on the business side and re-
establish its relationship with corporate
management. Back to the EAP Core
Technology!

Donald Sandin
St. Petersburg, Florida
donsandin@gmail.com

Employee benefits being cut?
Have them, cell u o
We provide debt management plans, budgeting assistance, financial education
materials, and educational webinars.

You may have noticed...
We've changed our name (slightly) to Family Credit Management.
Same great people, even more helpful services -

plu~ a new look and lago!
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~,

For more information contact ~00-~94-3328 "~~Heidi Berardi, Vice President x108 i
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Intervention Strategies for
Evidence-Based EAPs

Enough research has been conducted on secondary intervention strategies to
enable employee assistance professionals to develop an evidence-based EAP.

n recent years, articles in this jour-
nal have attempted to offer solu-
tions to the commoditization of

employee assistance programs. Some EA
practitioners (Burke 2008; Hughes
2007) have advocated a renewed focus
on the field's core competency of solving
problems related to human behavior
and workplace dynamics rather than on
continued competition with providers of
miscellaneous health care and counsel-
ing services. Some researchers, mean-
while, have contended that the field
lacks a body of evidence adequate- to
convince employers that EAPs deliver
on the cost savings they promise
(Pompe and Sharar 2008). Their call
for funding for studies to demonstrate
EAPs' effectiveness suggests that is
would be years until EA professionals
could legitimately claim that their efforts
truly help companies' bottom lines.

This article briefly describes some
of the empirical research literature that
already has identified a variety of evi-

dence-based strategies for EAP practice,
most of which focus on specific knowl-

edge of the workplace rather than on
readily subcontracted health care or
counseling services. It categorizes these
intervention strategies as primary, sec-
ond'ary, and tertiary (Herlihy 2009) and
discusses the evidence of their effective-
ness, how they can be implemented,
and how they all can be integrated into
an evidence-based EAP.

Richard lNeiss is an associate professorin the
DepartmentofBusinessAdministration in the
Leiner Co/%qe ofBusiness andEconomics at the
University ofDe/aware. He can be reachedat
weissr~ude%edu.

EFFECTIVE INTERVENTIONS
EAPs traditionally have been concerned
largely with tertiary interventions—pro-
viding treatment for individuals after a
problem occurs. This practice has been
reinforced both by law and by support-
ive research evidence. In the United
Kingdom, for example, the 2002
Sutherland a Hatton decision led to
the growth of EAPs (Hopkins 2006) by
making employers responsible for pro-
viding counseling for troubled employ-
ees. Alarge body of research now has
demonstrated that courts' and legisla-
tures' impositions on such requirements
are not without empirical justification:
McLeod and McLeod's (2001) review of
34 studies of workplace counseling pro-
grams confirmed that they are effective.

Primary intervention—removing the
source of problems before they occur—
has similarly broad support. Legal justifi-
cation for preventive intervention, often
focusing on stress and its consequences,
can be found throughout the world.
As Beattie (2006) noted, New Zealand
counts stress among the workplace haz-
ards that employers must take steps to
prevent. Similarly, the Netherlands'
Working Conditions Act recently was
revised to double fines for employers that
create work stress. In the United
Kingdom, the 2007 Intel v Daw decision

(Barrett 2007) made employers liable
for working condiCions that cause stress,
replacing the standard established by
Sutherland v Hatton.

Primary intervention clearly is sup-
ported by employers as well. Evidence of

their concern about the impact of stress
on the bottom line comes from a survey

of human resource executives (Ipsos

2004) in which 60 percent ranked stress

among the top two causes of absen-
teeism and health care e~enditures.
Further, all of the other highly ranked
causes were closely related to stress—
either as a cause or a consequence.

For example, depression, a conse-
quence of stress that Attridge (2007),
Hughes (2007), and Pompe and Sharar
(2008) all characterized as an important
EAP concern, topped the survey's list of

contributors to absenteeism and health
care costs. Substance abuse, which
recent research (Wiesner, Windle, and
Freeman 2005) has made clear can also
be a consequence of stress, was ranked
among the top two by one in five survey
respondents. The survey's other causes of
absenteeism and health care costs—rela-
tionship with supervisor (ranked among
the top two by 44 percent of respon- ,
dents), child care (35 percent), co-
worker conflict (28 percent), parenting
(21 percent), and elder care (19 per-
cent)—are all sources of stress.

Thus far, however, research has not
confirmed the effectiveness of primary-
level interventions such as child care
and elder care programs in reducing the
harmful consequences of work stress.
But findings from various streams of
academic research have converged to
provide substantial support for the
effectiveness of primary interventions
that address another source of stress:
the workplace itself.

Occupational health psychology
research has identified three workplace
conditions that contribute greatly to
the development of behaviors such as
tobacco use and substance abuse—
behaviors that, although intended
to help cope with work stress, are
unhealthy. The first of these conditions

(i •Journal of Employee Assistance • 4th Quarter 2009 www,eapassn.org



is a low level of control, which causes
employees to feel they don't have
enough autonomy to determine how
to accomplish their work (Frone 1999).
The second condition is poor fit, which
occurs when employees with limited
ability or knowledge feel their work is
too demanding or when those who are
strong performers grow frustrated by a
lack of challenges (Oldham and Gordon
1999). The third condition that leads
to maladaptive stress coping is when
employees feel that the process by
which rewards are determined is not
fair (Greenberg 2004).

Although higher job satisfac-
tion is not closely linked to
higher productivity, research
indicates that its impact on
businesses is nonetheless

very consequential.

Organizational psychologists' re-
search on work motivation offers hope
for primary interventions to address
these conditions. Maes and his col-
leagues (1998) studied a program that
trained production workers to carry out
tasks previously reserved for supervisors,
then authorized them to take control
over "initiating work orders, arranging
supply and transportation of raw materi-
als and finished products, calculating
hours spent on tasks, and performing
quality checks." Among the subjects in
this experiment, health improved and
absenteeism was cut in half; "control"
subjects, who were not given training
or granted control, experienced signifi-
cantly less improvement.

Hackman and Lawler (1971) hoped
to demonstrate that employees thrive
when their work is characterized by con-
trol over outcomes, a level of challenge
fitting their abilities, and fair and accu-
rate information about performance. The
`job redesign" movement they helped
spawn did not succeed, however, as
altering job tasks to make them more

psychologically enriching did not consis-
cently raise productivity. Ameta-analysis
(a statistical technique that cumulates
the results of multiple statistical studies
on a particular topic) of 13 studies that
examined their full ̀ job characteristics
model" (Behson et al. 2000) has shown,
however, that such workplace conditions
lead to higher job satisfaction.

Although higher job satisfaction is
not closely linked to higher productivity,
research in health psychology indicates
that its impact on businesses is nonethe-
less very consequential. Ameta-analysis
of more than 100 studies, with a total'
sample size greater than 70,000 (Far-
ragher, Cass, and Cooper 2005), indi-
cated that low job satisfaction correlates
significantly with high levels of depres-
sion and anxiety as well as with burnout,
low self-esteem, and poor mental health.

Standing between the eertiary
approach of helping individuals only
after they have succumbed to a behav-
ioral health problem and the primary
approach of changing an entire organiza-
tion so as to keep some individuals from
developing problems is secondary inter-
vention, which is designed to enhance
individuals' ability to withstand the
impact of problems. A great deal of
research has been conducted on these
efforts, and we now have a good idea of
which ones work and which do not.

Shephard's (1999) meta-analysis of
the 26 most rigorous evaluations of exer-
cise programs suggests that few employ-
ees substitute exercise for maladaptive
coping mechanisms such as smoking,
drinking, or overeating, even when
incentives to participate are offered.
Smedslund et al.'s (2004) meta-analysis
of 19 evaluation studies of voluntary
smoking cessation programs found that
the effects of these programs, designed co
save potential health care costs while
promoting employee wellness, "do not
seem to last beyond 12 months." In a
meta-analysis of 55 stress management
interventions, however, Richardson and
Rothstein (2008) found that those that
take acognitive-behavioral approach are
effective. Although stress management
programs employing this approach differ
in implementation, they typically share

an emphasis on helping employees
understand their own response to stress
and encouraging them to learn alterna-
tives, such as relaxation techniques,
that best suit them.

APPLYING THE EVIDENCE

The research cited here provides EA pro-
fessionals with evidence of the bottom-
line impact of behavioral health prob-
lems and of intervention strategies that
make EAPs effective instruments for
reducing those problems. The research
supports not only the counseling serv-
ices that EAPs Craditionally have pro-
vided but also the important role of
consulting on management practices
and programs that influence the preva-
lence and severity of costly workplace
problems.

Implementing some of the practices
that research supports certainly will re-
quire resources, but rather than simply
request additional funds, EA profession-

.. (1StU
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It's affordable!
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als should inform management of the

evidence regarding the relative effective-

ness of various intervention strategies.

Exercise and smoking cessation pro-

grams are, as suggested above, just two

examples of interventions that could

be replaced with offerings for which

stronger research justification exists.

To develop an evidence-based EAP

that integrates what is now known about

effective interventions, an initial seep

might be to reduce stress levels by

increasing employees' perceptions that

decisions are being made with fairness.

This has not been considered an element

of an EAP (or of any specific program,

for that matter); rather, it has been seen

as basic to what most business academ-

ics and practitioners would call "good

management." Nonetheless, if EAPs

communicate to management that the

evidence demonstrates that absenteeism

and illness can be reduced by developing

clear rules and procedures for making

decisions and applying them equally to

everyone, such efforts may be given a

higher priority. EA professionals can

work with human resources and organi-

zational development staff to incorporate

scales measuring perceived fairness into

employee surveys, then use the survey

results as a basis for consulting with

managers on how taking actions such

as clarifying standards can help reduce

behavioral health problems.

A second step could be for an EAP

to enhance employees' coping skills by

developing and implementing a cogni-

tive-behavioral stress management pro-

gram. Such a program could help set the

stage for organizational change efforts

directed at enhancing job control and

fit, which can be accomplished either

through training to increase employees'

abilities or altering tasks to make them

more compatible with workers' abilities.

In light of Chathapuram's (1988) finding

Chat EA professionals tend to see clients'

problems in personal rather than job-

related terms, EAP staff should consider

consulting with clients' supervisors con-

cerning the options for simple training

or minor job redesigns that may help

resolve erriployees' difficulties.

Once employee attitude surveys

c4 •Journal of Employee Assistance • 4th Quarter 2009

show that workers perceive they will be

treated fairly, are equipped to cope with

stress, and are engaged in tasks that fit

their capabilities, behavioral health prob-

lems can be further reduced by giving

employees greater control over how to

accomplish assignments. EA profession-

als should make clear to managers that

empowering employees with decision-

making responsibility before ensuring

they are confident in their abilities may

lead them to feel they have merely been

"given enough rope to hang themselves."

Strengthening employees' ability to

cope with stress and increasing work-

place fairness, job fit and control are

more than just practices that have been

demonstrated effective in rigorous em-

pirical studies-they are also strategies

that can help return EAPs to their core

competency of solving problems related

to human behavior and workplace

dynamics. Combining these interven-

tions with EA professionals' traditional

strength in brief counseling offers a path

forward for EAPs to respond to calls for

services that are evidence-based and take

advantage of effective approaches to re-

habilitating employees with behavioral

health problems, reducing the severity

of such problems, and preventing their

occurrence. ■
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Is Addiction a Disease?
Addicts speak of a loss of control, and addiction is best viewed as such.

EA professionals can help by educating alcoholics and addicts about the nature
of their condition and holding them responsible for maintaining abstinence.

s addiction a disease? For academ-
ics, it's a subject of debate; for the
public (and many clinicians), it's

an article of faith. But for employee
assistance professionals, it's a dilemma—
a very difficult dilemma with conse-
quences that reach far beyond the well-
being of any individual employee and
directly into the realm of public health
and safety.

I understand the dilemma very
well. I've served on hospital committees
evaluating impaired physicians, con-
ducted fitness-for-duty examinations of
teachers and pilots, and evaluated attor-
neys disciplined by the California State
Bar for acts committed in the midst of
alcoholism or drug addiction. Without
a clear concept of what we mean when
we say addiction is a disease, the judg-
ments these evaluations require us to
make can be maddeningly arbitrary,
personally agonizing, and sometimes
downright impossible.

And if you thought the question
was settled, think again. Gene Heyman,
a research psychologist at Harvard
University, has just published a book
called Addiction: A Disorder of Choice.
On the basis of epidemiological surveys
and his own laboratory research on the
psychological processes of choice, he
disputes the idea that addiction is a dis-
ease and asserts that "most addicts even-
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tually quit using drugs at clinically
significant levels by about age 30..."
(Heyman 2009).

Space does not permit a full critique
of Dr. Heyman's thesis, and I must add,
in all fairness, that some of his argu-
ments against the disease concept are
sound. In offering my own ideas on the
subject in my book, Thinhing Simply
About Addiction, I use many of the
same arguments. In any case, it is no
longer sufficient to blindly accept the
idea that addiction is a disease. As
Voltaire said, "If you wish to converse
with me, define your terms."

ADDICTIONS DON'T RELAPSE

First, behavior cannot be a disease.

Doing something is not the same as

having something. This simple point is

inherent in the way we use the English

language. We do not say someone is

"pneumonia-ing" or "high blood pres-

sure-ing." We say someone has pneumo-

nia or has high blood pressure.

Consequently, the popular, if abbre-

viated, version of the World Health

Organization's definition of addiction

as adisease—"continued use despite

adverse consequences"—does not work.

Use is behavior, not a disease. Moreover,

anyone who is in recovery from an

addiction knows that long after using

a substance and enduring the adverse

consequences that accompany it, the

addiction remains.

Second, the prevailing medical char-

acterization of addiction as a "chronic,

relapsing brain disease" is also wrong.

This formulation describes multiple scle-

rosis very well. No matter what anyone

does about it, MS marches along on its

relentless course. This is simply not true

of addictions. Hundreds of thousands

of alcoholics and drug addicts recover—

theybecome and remain abstinent.

Addictions do not relapse; people

relapse.

So, if the standard conceptions

of addiction as a disease don't work,

what does?

ADDICTION SIGNS AND SYMPTOMS

Early in my medical training, I was

taught the difference between the signs

and symptoms of a disease. A sign is

what I see; a symptom is what a patient

tells me. I see the elevated temperature,

cough, and blood-tinged sputum of

pneumonia. The patient tells me he feels

like he's burning up, can't catch his

breath, and has a terrible pain in his

chest. But signs and symptoms don't tell

me what pneumonia is—they only tell

me what it looks like to me and feels

like to the patient. Learning what pneu-

monia is requires asking an entirely

different question.

I'm sure a philosopher could tell me

the epistemological difference between

knowing the appearance and essence of

a thing (Socrates was pretty interested in

it). But it wouldn't solve the problem at

hand. To know what pneumonia is as

opposed to what it looks or feels like

requires a knowledge of anatomy, physi-

ology, histology, bacteriology and so on.

You also have to know something about

Virchow's cellular theory of disease and

Pasteur's germ theory. Then you'll have

a theory of pneumonia. You'll be able to

say what pneumonia is: the body fight-

ing off microorganisms attempting to

eat its lung tissue.

The Diagnostic and Statistical
Manual of Mental Illness (DSM) criteria
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provide an excellent and practical
description of the signs and symptoms
of addiction. All of them center on the
question of control. As an addiction
develops, it is experienced first as the
struggle for control and, in the end, by
the loss of control.

"We became powerless over alco-
hol ..." states the first of the 12 steps of
Alcoholics Anonymous. In the most
definitive, long-term, prospective study
of any addiction, The Natural History of
Alcoholism, George Uaillant notes that
just one interview item—"Admits prob-
lems with control"—correctly identified
90 percent of alcoholics and also reliably
distinguished them from subjects who
had alcohol-related problems but were
not alcoholics. But signs and symptoms
only point the way—they don't tell us
what addiction is. For that we will need
a concept, an idea, a theory.

RETHINKING THE DISEASE CONCEPT
Addictions are automatisms; they are
disorders of automaticity. Automatisms
are developments in the central nervous
system that have a life of their own.
Once acquired, they cannot be elimi-
nated, but they can be made dormant.

Since a picture is worth a thousand
words, an experience must be worth at
least a thousand pictures. So, allow me
to give you an experience of automatic-
ity—something you developed (in this
case, learned) that has now become a
permanent part of your central nervous
system and over which you can exert
"control" only in a very specific and
limited way.

DO NOT READ THIS!
At the risk of being one of those

people who spoils a good joke by ex-
plaining it, I'll just say that the words
above are funny because you can't look
at them and not do what they say. You
automatically read them whether you
want to or not; you are powerless to
look at them and not read them.

Put another way, you have "lost
control" over whether or not you read
words. In order to do what the phrase
above says, you have to look away or
close your eyes. In other words, you
must become abstinent. You have the
automatism of reading.

What does this have to do with
addiction? I hope that using the word
"powerless" in a previous paragraph gave
you a clue. True addicts—whether
addicted to nicotine, alcohol, heroin,
cocaine, or some other substance—tell
us again and again that their experience
of addiction is one of feeling powerless
or experiencing a loss of control.

It isn't that addicts can't exert con-
trol by quitting. They ean. Unfortunately,
especially early in the course of addic-
tion, they do it often. The famous psy-
chologist Mark Twain summed it up
neatly more than 100 years ago: "To
cease smoking is the easiest thing I
ever did. I ought to know: I did it a
thousand times."

Quitting, it turns out, is only part
of the problem. The longer-term (and, in
many ways, more difficult) problem is,
as AA puts it so well, "staying quit."

MosC automatisms are normal. Most
people's blood pressure is, too. But just
as some people develop the sort of ele-
vaced blood pressure that will destroy
their organs if left untreated, others
develop (for a variety of reasons) an
abnormal response to certain sub-
stances—involuntary desires, unwanted
thoughts, and conflicted actions. Over
time, continuing to use the substance
strengthens the response, making it
more and more automatic. This pattern
will ruin an addict's life if s/he does not
become and remain abstinent.

Again, abstinence does not eliminate
the automatism—it only makes it dor-
mant. This is what is meant by the AA
phrase, "Once an alcoholic, always an
alcoholic."

TREATMENT AND RESPONSIBILITY
So, what is the role of Creatment? What
does it mean to help or assist an alco-

holic or drug addict? Once that assis-
tance is provided, what are the responsi-
bilities of the alcoholic or addict?

If an addiction is an automatism,

then our job as treatment professionals is
twofold: first, to educate alcoholics and

addicts about the nature of their condi-

tion and what they have to do; second,

to hold them responsible for maintaining

abstinence. For some patients, this will

require medical intervention in order to

manage a safe withdrawal. No person
can receive information„ much less
become responsible for acting in accor-
dance with it, until s/he is no longer

into~cated or going through an acute
withdrawal syndrome. Others will need
to spend at least some period of time in
a rehabilitation program, far enough

removed from the chaos their addiction
has created in their lives to begin to
think clearly. Some will also need careful
evaluation for, and treatment of, co-mor-
bid psychiatric and medical conditions.

strongly encourage
my patients to become

dedicated, active
members of the relevant

12-step group.

In the long run, alcoholics and
addicts will also need some form of what
AA calls a "spiritual awakening." By that,
I mean they will need to restore a sense
of meaning and purpose in life that
makes being sober worthwhile, espe-
cially when the going gets tough. To that
end, I strongly encourage my patients to
become dedicated, active members of
the relevant 12-step group. In fact, I
think of treatment as helping people
overcome obstacles to that goal.

Here's my reasoning: Imagine you've
come to see me for treatment of your
addiction. We say hello, I offer you a
seat, and I begin to listen to your story.
But I'm not listening without a frame-
work, acontext. Iknow that to recover,
you'll need to become and remain absti-
nent. Ialso know that tens of thousands
of people have done just that by becom-
ing active members of 12-step groups.
Since, at this point, I have no reason to
believe you're fundamentally different
from all those people, I naturally wonder
why you haven't been able to do the
same thing.

What's prevented you from becom-
ing adedicated, active member of a 12-
step group? Perhaps you don't yet really
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understand whaC addiction is. Perhaps
you don't really believe that you'll never•
be able to "control" it. Maybe you're so
anxious or depressed that you haven't
been able to make yourself go to meet-
ings. Maybe you're turned off by the
emphasis on a higher power. Maybe
you're afraid AA will rob you of your
individuality. Maybe you're angry with
people telling you what you should do.
There can be many different and serious
obstacles, but the principle that treat-
ment consists of helping people over-
come them remains the same.

I'm sure that many of the counselors
and nurses I supervised over the years
often thought of me as a broken record.
They would be talking about a patient's
difficult relationship with his wife, for
example, and I would interrupt and ask,
"But how is that an obstacle to him
becoming a dedicated member of AA?
He isn't really coming to see us for the
marriage. There may be some serious
problems there, but he came to us be-
cause he hasn't been able to stay sober.

He has quit in the past, yes, but then he's

started again. Did he forget what would
happen if he had just one'? Or did he

know what would happen and not care?

Does the marital problem have some-

thing to do with that?"

Sometimes a marital problem does

have something to do with a client's

drinking, and then it becomes a legiti-

mate concern of treatment. But if it

does not, and we focus on it during

treatment, we run the risk of diverting

the patient from the most important part

of recovery—becoming a dedicated,

active member of a 12-step group. I'm,

not opposed to other ways of searching

for what the 12-step groups promise, but

if a patient insists on doing it "his way,"

I'm still going co hold him responsible

for maintaining abstinence. I just think

he'll have a much better shot at it by
accepting the help of people who are

already doing it.

HOLDING PATIENTS ACCOUNTABLE

Addiction is a disease. Specifically, it's
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a disorder of automaticity. Recovery
requires abstinence and, in the end,
that's up to the patient. We can con-
tribute to that goal—we can educate
our clients and hold them accountable
for their choices—but we cannot make
those choices for them.

This really isn't so different from
most other diseases. I can set a broken

leg, but if the body doesn't grow new
bone tissue, my efforts won't help.

There's nothing new in this princi-

ple. Ambroise Pare, the surgeon who
invented the technique 'of tying off
bleeding vessels (instead of burning
them, as was standard practice in the
mid-1500s), spoke for all us who try to
help our fellow human beings when he
said, "I merely dress the wound, God
heals it." ■
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Depression: A I.ot Bigger Than You Think
The absenteeism- and presenteeism-related costs of depression outweigh the

medical and pharmaceutical
EAP intervention

or any benefits or employee
assistance professional seeking
financial support for program

expansion, the question likely to be
asked by senior management is,
"What return are we getting for our
benefits investment?"

Like it or not, those senior man-
agers are doing their job, driving corpo-
rate success the best way they know
how To those in the trenches, however,
such questions sound short-sighted in
not recognizing the value of an invest-
ment in the employer's most important
asset: a healthy workforce.

The tension between viewing health
care as a cost versus health as an invest-
ment is more noticeable when economic
times get tough and all programs are
forced to justify their business value. As
noted by Westbay and Sarfaty (2009) in
a recent Journal of Employee Assis(ance
article, "In uncertain and difficult times,
such as the economic meltdown we
are currently experiencing, personal
resilience and resources are needed.
EAPs are a resource that can make an
important difference in employees' lives
and, therefore, employers' bottom lines."

Given these competing tensions,
what will happen as EA professionals
seek approval to expand their EAP
resources to meet this increased need?
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costs and make a strong case for
against this condition.

Because employers have come to view
EAPs as commodity benefits rather than
workforce productivity tools, employee
assistance professionals must dig more
deeply to present the value of their pro-
grams in a way that recognizes the real
costs of doing nothing and also expands
the definition of "value of investment"
beyond medical cost savings.

Advocates for health interventions
can come to welcome the "value of in-
vestment" question if, instead of focusing
only on paid benefits, they also demon-
strate the business costs of health-related
lost time and lost productivity in making
their business case. The Integrated Bene-
fits Institute (IBI) can assist by providing
research and measurement tools co help
both benefits/EAP managers and senior
management demonsCrate the full busi-
ness value of health.

WHY A FOCUS ON PAID BENEFITS?
Unfortunately, when the discussion turns
to costs, the focus is on paid benefits be-
cause that's the only kind of data most
employers, senior managers and pro-
gram administrators typically have avail-
able to them. Some employers can't even
get condition-specific medical claims
information from their insurers or pro-
gram administrators, much less condi-
tion-specific absence or disability data.
And when such medical information is
available, it only exists when treatment
is rendered.

Worse, few employers can track
incidental absences associated with a
health condition since payroll informa-
tion usually isn't linked to human

resources databases. Even short-term

disability (STD) wage-replacement pay-

ments are likely to be associated with

multiple health conditions, most of
which comprise no part of the diagnosis
for the disability in the claim file of an
insurer or third-party administrator.

A resulting focus only on -paid costs,
often limited just to medical costs, dra-
matically underestimates the workforce
impact of various medical conditions.
Research co-authored by IBI and pub-
lished this year in the Journal of
Occupational and Environment
Medicine (JOEM) reports on the full
costs of medical and pharmaceutical
claims combined with employee-
reported lost time. For every $1 of med-
ical and pharmacy costs, there are $2.3
dollars of health-related lost productivity
costs from presenceeism (being at work
but under-performing due to a health
condition) and absence. For some condi-
tions, the ratio of lost productivity to
medicaUdrug costs can be as high as
20:1. As a result, seeking increased
resources for health intervention using
only paid claims data puts the health
advocate behind a significant 8-ball, in
that only a portion of existing costs (and
potential savings) can be shown.

THE CHALLENGE OF DEPRESSION
Recent research by IBI (Gifford, Parry
and Jinnett 2009) demonstrates the
daunting challenge that workforce
depression presents to employers. This
article draws on examples from that
research to demonstrate how misleading
a paid-benefit view of depression's effects
can be and to present baseline informa-
tion on the impact of depression—infor-
mation that EA professionals can use
to make the business case for more
resources to prevent, identify and man-
age depression.
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In IBI's experience, employers are
most likely to single. out depression costs
for attention when those costs are associ-
ated with a claim for STD. This may
result because medical treatment costs
for depression—absent any disability or
significant lost time—typically haven't
been near the top of the cost-driver list.
Disability payments for depression cases
are where the money seems to be. After
all, according to a recent RAND Research
Brief (RAND Health 2008), depression
is the second-leading cause of disability
worldwide.

A focus only on depression-diagno-
sis STD claims, however, severely under-
estimates depression's workplace impact.
The JOEM research referenced previ-
ously identifies depression as the leading
driver of the combined costs of health-
related lost productivity, medical care
and pharmacy benefits. Beyond disability
claims, the broader issue is not just the
lost productivity and medical costs as-
sociated with depression-related STD

absences., buc also how depression acts
as an aggravating, potentially undetected
condition that undermines health and
productivity more generally.

IBI's research draws on two data-

bases—one claims-based and the other
self-reported by employees—to suggest

several surprising results that should
cause employers to take a closer look at
managing depression in their workforce.

SHORT-TERM DISABILITY AND DEPRESSION
Employers aren't wrong in pointing to
the adverse effects of depression on dis-

ability—after all, significant additional
costs do occur when depression accom-

panies an STD claim. Most employers,
however, simply don't go far enough in
recognizing these effects and investing
in the resources to manage them.

For example, when IBI analyzed a

sample of 45,171 employees with STD

claims (using claims data supplied by

Ingenix), we found that STD claims

with depression had significantly more

lost time than STD claims without

depression. (IBI used regression models

throughout the STD analysis to control .

for age, gender, chronic health condi-.

lions, injuries, company, lost time under

other programs, and pre-STD health care

spending.) But there is an addiCional cost

component to STD claims that has a sig-

nificant impact on employers—the lost

productivity associated with disability.

IBI estimates the dollar value of dis-

ability-related lost productivity based

on research by Nicholson et. al (2006).

Their work with 800 employers quanti-

fies the opportunity costs of an em-

ployee's absence as a function of the

ease with which the employer can

replace workers, the degree to which

employees work in teams, and the time

value of output (i.e., whether the em-

ployer can sell all of its good or services

as soon as they are available). The

methodology IBI used to convert lost

STD days to lost productivity is spelled

out in IBI's depression research report

(Gifford, Parry and Jinnett 2009).

When we add these lost productiv-

FIGURE 1: Total STD Costs by Component
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iey costs to STD medical and pharma-

ceutical costs, we get a far different view

of total employer costs related to disabil-

ity than if we looked only ac medical and

drug costs. To demonstrate this differ-

ence, we compare in Figure. 1 the full-

cost results from two samples of STD

cases from the Ingenix database. Both

groups consist of STD cases where no

depression treatment occurs prior

to the onset of STD within the study

period.

The control group is composed of

STD claims with no medical treatmenC

for depression after the onset of STD.

The co-morbid group comprises STD

claims for a diagnosis other than depres-

sion with treatment for depression after

the STD claim. Thus, the only difference

between the two STD claims samples is

the presence of diagnosed depression

that arose after the onset of short-term

disability.

Two results stand out. First is the

presence in both groups of significant

lost productivity costs resulting from

lost days. These lost productivity costs

exceed the medicaUpharmacy costs in

each group. Thus, when employers

ignore lost productivity and focus only

on medicaUpharmacy drug costs, they

ignore a major cost component associ-

ated with STD claims.

The costs associated with lost pro-

ductivity make depression management

even more important to an employer's

bottom line and enhance the return on

FIGURE 2: Components of Lost
Productivity for Employees
Reporting Depression
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investment for a management interven-
tion if some or most of these excess
costs can be minimized. It is important
to remember that these lost productivity
costs can't be avoided by shifting them
to others when disability occurs. That is,
lost productivity costs remain with the
employer as additional operating costs
regardless of who bears the direct ex-
pense of disability benefits or medicaU
pharmacy costs. Cost-shifting contain-
ment measures such as increasing co-
pays for employees or dropping STD

insurance for the workforce will not
affect this major cost burden, which will
continue to be borne by the employer.

Second, the two samples are simi-
lar, with the only difference being the
presence of medical treatment for de-
pression after an STD claim occurs.
Depression-related medical treatment
costs total only $605, compared to
$7,752 in additional total costs spread
across all five classes of full-cost ex-
pense, including medical costs for treat-
ing other conditions that are co-morbid
with depression.

We can't go so far as to say that the
depression caused these additional costs
or that the more serious nature of the
illness resulted in an added depression
condition. What we can say is that the
existence of depression-related medical
treatment after an STD claim occurs is a
marker for the need for corporate man-
agement to minimize the additional
costs likely to be associated with depres-
sion treatment. What be[ter place to ini-
tiate such minimization than in an EAP?

LOST PRODUCTIVITY TRANSCENDS STD
The costs of depression-related STD,
however, are only a small part of the
story for employers. IBI's research also
relied on an analysis of employee
responses to questions about their
health-related lost time.

These questions are included in
the Health and Work Performance
Questionnaire (HPQ) database. IBI
manages the database and the next-
generation survey, HPQ-Select, in part-
nership with Dr. Ronald Kessler of
Harvard Medical School, who developed

the original HPQ with the World Health
Organization. The database includes
information on 27 self-reported chronic
health conditions, including depression,
together with data on prevalence, treat-

ment by a health care professional, and
related lost time from absence and pre-
senteeism.

IBI's analysis shows that 28 percent
of employees report depression, but 70
percent of these currently receive no
professional depression treatment. IBI's
HPQ analysis also shows that depressed
employees have higher rates of sick-day
absences and presenteeism than em-
ployees without depression. This is due,
in part, to their high rate of co-morbid
chronic conditions: 97 percent of em-
ployees who report depression report at
least one co-morbid medical condition,
with an average of seven co-morbidities.

Combining our regression results
with information obtained from the
HPQ paints a more complete picture
(see Figure 2) of the sources of health-
related lost productivity for depressed
employees. Based on the combined
analysis, STD claims result in only 19
percent of lost days for depressed em-
ployees; more than 80 percent of the
lost time comes from sick-day absence
and presenteeism. Given the large share
of employees with untreated depression,
it is not surprising that presenteeism is
so significant, at 63 percent of total lost
work time.

These results should drive home
the need for employers co view this
leading driver of health-related lost pro-
ductivity, treatment and pharmacy costs
more broadly than as a driver of medical
claim costs or even disability results.

MANAGING DEPRESSION: WHAT'S NEXT
Although employers recognize that
depression presents a problem, too
often they view it as a disability issue
or a medicaUpharmacy problem.
Instead, IBI's research demonstrates
the huge bottom-line effect resulting
from workers suffering from depression.

EAPs have an important role to
play in preventing, identifying, and
managing depression. The very exis-
tence of depression represents a marker

to help prioritize services Co eliminate
the excess medical, pharinaceutical, lost-

time and lost-productivity costs that
ofCen accompany a depression diagnosis.

Active, supportive communication
by an EAP is an important step in de-
stigmatizing this crippling condition. EA

professionals also have a role to play in
educating supervisors to discern when
what appears co be a performance prob-
lem actually reflects the need for help.
The EAP can work with disability
administrators to screen for signs of co-
morbid psychiatric issues and depress
Sion, regardless of what the insurer
thinks the disability diagnosis might be.
Finally, senior management needs to
know where best to invest valuable
resources to improve human capital
assets. IBI's research and measurement
tools can help point the full-cost way for
that investment. ■
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Helping HR Professionals Boost
Resiliency Skills

Human resources professionals often feel isolated and stressed because of the
nature of their work, making them a key audience for EAPs.

mployee assistance professionals
are accustomed to serving mul-
tiple clients, including employ-

ees, managers, household members, and
human resources (HR) professionals.
Recent layoffs and other economic-
related upheavals have increased pres-
sure on HR professionals, who are on
the front lines of workplace conflict
and may become victims of vicarious
traumatization during layoffs, reorgani-
zations and other business crises.

This article describes facilitated
workshops on resiliency as a possible
intervention for better serving HR pro-
fessionals. By finding opportunities to
teach resiliency skills, EA professionals
can help prevent stress and prepare peo-
ple to face anything life brings their way.

WHY HR PROFESSIONALS ARE STRESSED
Difficult economic times present chal-
lenges for every profession, but the chal-
lenges are magnified in human resources
management. Many companies are try-
ing to do more with less as they down-
size their workforces, freeze salaries,
eliminate merit increases, and/or cut
hours. HR departments have not been
spared from these cost cuts and the
resulting understaffing, nor have HR
professionals avoided their own personal
struggles with the economy. Any of the
HR professionals you know may have a
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spouse out of work and a shrinking

retirement account, yet their own work

offers no respite from these stressors ,

because they are required to deliver

bad news about layoffs, benefiC cost
increases, and/or salary cuts.

In July, KGA Inc., an external EAP
provider, surveyed nearly 250 HR pro-
fessionals about the most stressful parts
of their work roles. The 63 who res-
ponded rated the following as their most
stressful duties:
• Managing difficult employee relations

issues (50 percent);
• Managing with fewer resources (46);
• Dealing with constant change (44);
• Managing crises (35);
• Hearing difficult stories from employ-

ees (29);
• Being on the front line (23);
• Struggling to be at or stay at "the

table" (23);
• Suffering trauma from taking care of

everyone else (17); and
• Communicating benefits changes

(13).
A survey conducted earlier this year

by Worhforce Management reinforced
the fact that economic conditions are
affecting HR professionals. Over half of
the 372 HR professionals surveyed (all of
whom work at companies experiencing
layoffs) indicated that the stress of being

involved in staff reductions has affected
their job performance, and a third are
considering a career change. The study
found, however, that only 9 percent of
the survey respondents reached out to
their own EAP for help. (During 2008,
just 4 percent of callers to KGA were
HR professionals seeking help with their
own personal issues.)

Many HR professionals entered

human resources work because they
want to help people. It is reasonable
to assume that some of them may share
personality traits identified with tradi-
tional caregivers, such as putting others
first or carrying too much on their
own shoulders. This may put them
at increased risk of stress.

Although HR professionals
rarely face threatening
situations, they typically

lack support groups to help
them debrief after workplace

crises occur.

HR professionals are asked to
deliver sensitive company messages to
employees and deal with employee
behavior and performance problems,
including feelings that may be out of
control. Add to these duties the chronic
stressors of changing business environ-
ments, new technology, understaffing,
and isolation from others due to the
confidential nature of HR work, and the
combination can be a recipe for disaster.

Granted, helping professionals such
as emergency medical technicians, fire-
fighters, and police officers are often
exposed to vicarious traumatization as a
result of repeated exposure to life-threat-
ening situations. Although HR profes-
sionals rarely face threatening situations,
they typically lack support groups to
help them debrief after workplace crises
occur, leaving therri vulnerable to a vari-
ety of stress-related symptoms.
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HOW SAPS CAN HELP

EAPs are in an excellent position to pro-

vide debriefing and emotional support to
HR professionals. At KGA, for example,
we recently embarked on a mission to
reach out to HR professionals within our
client ranks. We conducted facilitated
discussions Eor HR departments with the

purpose of heightening their awareness
to job-related stressors and reminding
them to take advantage of the EAP for

support. We went beyond the usual

stress management training to give them

important information about how to

boost resiliency during difficult times.

These sessions offered the added benefit
of giving them a chance to vent with

their co-workers, a process we hoped
would strengthen their social support

systems.
KGA offered the workshops in a for-

mat ranging from one to two hours. The

curriculum focused on identifying what

causes stress in HR professionals, devel-

oping acommon framework Eor stress,

resiliency and burnout, and creating

strategies for boosting resiliency.

Advertise in the
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Em to eep Y
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The facilitated discussions focused

on the common stressors facing HR pro-

fessionals during difficult times. About

one-Chird of the time was spent sharing

viewpoints that related to specific work-

places. Since this type of discussion is

laden with complexities, is is important

to use a facilitator with knowledge of

human resources issues.

In addition to the stressors men-

tioned previously, the workshop partici-

pants also discussed the following con-

cerns:
• Their struggle to "stay at the table"

and be part of senior management

decision making;

• The need to overcome the perception

that human resources is an overhead

function and its staff are expendable;

• Feelings of exclusion resulting from

employees avoiding HR professionals;

• A sense of being overwhelmed by
changing technologies and compli-

ance issues; and

• Having to maintain confidentiality

and remain isolated from peers, par-

ticularly when dealing with employee

relations issues.

The next phase of the program

provided some education on managing

stress and preventing burnout. We used

a "Burnout Curve" to illustrate what hap-

pens to people when chronic and acute

stress occur at the same time. Each per-

son completed a series of brief self-

assessments to gain personalized knowl-

edge of stress symptoms and understand

how their personality and work style

might be elevating their stress level.

Although this information could be

delivered to any work group, the mate-

rial is focused on the specific role of the
HR professional.

BOOSTING RESILIENCY

We used KGAs "Ten Ways to Build

Resiliency" self-assessment checklist

(see next page) to kick off the discussion

about resiliency. Inspired by the control-

challenge-commitment and "psychologi-

cal hardiness" principles in Salvatore

Maddi's work, this checklist is used to

highlight 10 resiliency attitudes for pur-

poses of group discussion. The resulting

discussion varies from group to group

and ranges from how co succeed in tum-

ing a half-empty glass into ahalf-full

glass to overcoming a problematic atti-

tude. By hearing how a colleague's values

and beliefs have inspired him or her to

surmount obstacles, participants are able

to look a~ various issues in a different

light, possibly for the first time.

Because time was limited, we sel-

ected relaxation techniques as the final

exercise. The combination of the positive

spirit that participants felt from the .

resiliency discussion and the 4-minute

breathing exercise put the HR profes-

sionals in an upbeat mood as they pre-

pared to depart. As they left, we gave

them a 12-minute relaxation CD to

use on their own and encouraged them

to rely more heavily on their EAP for

support.

KGAs experience with HR clients

showed that, by reaching out during

these difficult times, EAPs may be able

to make a real difference in the perform-

ance of their clients in human resources.

HR professionals have heavy work loads

and multiple priorities and, like many

helping professionals, often find it diffi-

cult to ask for help. They need to be on

alert for a crisis every day. They may also

need help taking better care of them-

selves so they can be of service ro others.
Providing assistance to HR professionals
will thus pay dividends at all levels of

the organization. ■
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Self Assessment: Ten Ways to Build Resiliency

Resiliency is the capacity to survive and thrive under stressful circumstances.
One way to build resiliency is to develop a hardy attitude. The purpose of this
self-assessment is to highlight some of the attitudes that help build resiliency..

Score each item from 5 (strongly agree) to 1 (do not agree at all), according to
how true the statement is for you. Your responses should reflect how you feel
most of the time.

5 4 3 2 1 Crises from the past have helped me become more resilient.

5 4 3 2 1 I smile and use humor to cope with stress.

5 4 3 2 1 I see the glass "half-full" instead of "half-empty."

5 4 3 2 1 I see a positive future for myself.

5 4 3 2 1 I know that I can't control everything, so I let go of things that are
beyond my control.

5 4 3 2 1 I reach out to others when I need support.

5 4 3 2 1 I sort out what I have control over and what I don't.

5 4 3 2 1 I am open to change and try to demonstrate courage when faced
with challenges.

5 4 3 2 1 I care about others and can see beyond my own needs.

5 4 3 2 1 I am curious, passionate, and willing to get involved.

Overall Score

Discussion Questions:
About which attitude do you feel the best?

With which attitude do you struggle the most?

Do you have an example of an attitude that you have improved over the past?
If so, which one?

Do you know what caused your attitude to change for the better?

Scoring:
40-50 You are a very resilient person.
35-39 You have many attitudes that help to build resiliency.
3Q-34 You have some attitudes that support resiliency,
Below 39 You may need more support and/or education to improve your

resiliency attitudes.
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illleasuring Workplace Outcomes in EAPs
Until EAPs can demonstrate they produce positive workplace outcomes, they will

continue to lack credibility with employers and be seen as commodities.

What defines an effective EAP? Are
the most effective EAP providers those
that obtain the highest utilization rates?
Retain accounts over time? Earn the
most money? Have the most Fortune
500 employers as clients? Build the best
Websites? DemonstraCe adherence to
industry standards?

An owner, manager or chief execu-
tive of an EAP may view such measures
as effective because they denote in-
creased business or customer satisfac-
tion. But what if effectiveness were
defined as obtaining positive outcomes
in a workplace setting? This definition
would require you to understand the
end results of your particular EAP inter-
ventions, including effects that employ-
ers care about, -such as less absenteeism

and presenteeism, higher levels of work
engagement, and reduced sCress at work
and home. The use of outcome meas-
ures in EAPs, however, is still in its
infancy, even though it is now common
to see requests for proposals (RFPs)
that contain a question such as "Please
describe your approach to measuring
outcomes and return on investment."

OUR HISTORIC APPROACH
How do EAP providers know the extent
to which their particular interventions
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improve the productiviCy of employees
who use their services? The typical
indices of success for EAPs historically
have been the following:
1. Measures of user satisfaction;
2. Subjective or anecdotal reports of

positive outcomes; and
3. Published studies that were con-

ducted on other EAP providers.
Criterion #3 says nothing about

your specific program or client organiza-
tion, and most of these studies are out-
dated or methodologically weak. The
question is not "Are EAPs effective?" but
rather "Which EAPs are effective?" An
EAP is not a generic or evidenced-based
intervention, as there are wide variations
in program models and levels of quality.

Criterion #2 is valuable but impre-
cise and incomplete, especially when
attempting to persuade a chief financial
officer of the value of your program.
While practiCioner case studies have
emotional appeal, they are not stan-
dard, quantifiable, or reliable outcome
indicators.

Good results in criterion #1 do
not imply improved productivity in the
workplace due to confounding variables.
Many EA professionals are likable people
and maybe rated highly by clients that
have experienced little or no change in

their work environment.
Very few EAP providers can dem-

onstrate aworkplace-specific outcome
withoue manually reviewing charts and
making subjective determinations or

undertaking a complex, retrospective

study that usually involves atime-series

design. The reasons for not using a more

systematic workplace outcome measure-

ment system are many, and include the

following:

• The lack of a scientific platform or
in-house scientific expertise;

• The absence of a short, valid, relevant
and affordable instrument;

• Limited resources or automated data
collection capabilities;

• Little or no cooperation from employ-
ers when data are needed; and

• No formal training that emphasizes
the integration of research and
practice

OUTCOMES AS A VALUE PROPOSITION
At its core, employee assistance recog-
nizes and seeks to minimize the impact
of employees' unresolved personal prob-
lems on their job performance and life at
work. A related, distinctive aspect is a
realization of the importance of work to
good mental health (employees who
struggle in their jobs often have mental
health-related problems).

The EA field, however, has operated
as though we are in the "counseling"

business rather than the business of
improving workplace productivity using
behavioral health expertise. Put bluntly,
many EA providers believe their contin-

ued viability hinges solely on developing
innovative new products, integrating
them with other products, and increas-
ing market share.

In fact, employers care little about
h o w we improve the workplace by help-
ing employees change their behavior—
they simply want it to happen. To use
an analogy, consumers are only mildly

interested in whether the service is better
at K-Mart or WalMart, but they are pas-
sionate about understanding the actual
value of their purchase. Similarly,
employers will choose their particular
version of value, which is always a bal-
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ance between cost and perceived or
expected benefits and results.

Employers have not, however,
viewed EAP workplace outcome meas-
ures as highly persuasive or credible,
leaving price as the one measure they
do understand. In theory, no employer
is willing to pay for a service that does
not produce positive workplace out-
comes, but in the absence of routine or
standard outcome monitoring, there is
no link between price and expected
results. Consequently, EAP providers
are not paid in proportion to their effec-
tiveness, and this is unlikely to change
unless we embrace improved outcome
measurement. Developing methods
for determining effectiveness, and stan-
dardizing them across providers and
practitioners, is a mark of a profession's
maturity.

OUTCOMES AS A REFORM
In addition to the commonly understood
need for validity, reliability, and demon-

strated psychometric properties, a good

measure must be able to detect change
over time and have a manageable ad-

ministrative and respondent burden.

Adopting such a measure would go a

long way toward reforming the field and
rebuilding our credibility. Liberated from
our traditional focus on counting heads
and measuring processes (such as the

average number of rings before staff

answer the phone), EAP providers could

focus on quantifying the impact of the

field's original claim—that when employ-
ees' personal concerns and employers'

performance concerns overlap, EAPs get

results. Employers, meanwhile, would

have documentation regarding the pro-

ductivity payback specific co their EAP.

The time has came [o expend less

energy and money on measuring pro-

cesses and invest more in measuring

outcomes and demonstrating results.

Employers look mostly to Cheir vendors

to initiate outcome evaluation, whereas

vendors stniggle with the task of find-

ing arelevant outcome measure that is

workplace-focused and appropriate to

the EAP setting. We believe that struggle

is now over.

One of the major obstacles
EAP providers have faced
vuhen selecting outcome
measures is that most of
them are simply too long.

One of the authors of this article,
Dr. Richard Lennox, a research psychol-
ogist and psychometrics expert, has
developed a workplace outcome suite
that is short, precise, and well suited for
pre- and post-EAP use or longitudinal
measurement. Ic uses aself-report scale
that examines the impact of personal
issues on workplace functioning as evi-
denced by absenteeism, "presenteeism,"
work engagement, life satisfaction, and
workplace distress.

Preliminary validation research
shows the alpha coefficients for all five

FIGURE 1: Workplace Outcome Suite: Presenteeism Scale

Instructions for items 1-5: The following statements reflect what you may do or
feel on the job or at home. Please indicate the degree to which you agree with each
of the statements for the past thirty (30) days. Use the 1-5 response key to the right

Presenteeism

scales are in the 0.80 [0 0.90 range.
But the suite's real value lies in its scien-
tific foundaCion. Formulated on an
explicit measurement model, the short
list of items for each scale can be tied
directly to the underlying constructs
they measure. Thus, the suite provides a
transparent trail of validity and reliability
from each individual item through the
total scale score to the construct being
measured.

Each scale in the suite can also
stand alone, allowing the EAP provider
to pick only the measures) needed or
desired. In the end, the short scales con-
tained in the suite are designed Co pro-
vide the "sharpest pencil" available with
minimal expense to the EAP provider in
terms of data administration and respon-
dent burden. One of the major obstacles
LAP providers have faced when selecting
outcome measures is that most of them

are simply too long, measure only one

construct, and can be expensive co pur-
chase or administer.

USING THE OUTCOME SUITE
Because Dr. Lennox would like co
receive de-identified data from EAP
providers to build a comparative data-
base, he is making the suite available
free of charge, with no strings attached
(providing the data is a courtesy, riot
a requirement). EA professionals may
request a copy, sign a simple license
agreement, and then proceed to use
the suite.

The suite will be available in
October 2009. To receive a copy of the
suite and a license agreement, send an
e-mail to one of the authors. ■
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1. I had a hard time doing my work because of my personal problems. .........❑ ❑ ❑ ❑ ❑

2. My personal problems kept me from concentrating on my work . .......... . .❑ ❑ ❑ ❑ ❑

3. Because of my personal problems, I was not able to enjoy my work. .........D ❑ ❑ ❑ ❑

4. My personal problems made me worry about completing my tasks. ..........❑ ❑ ❑ ~ ❑ ❑

5. I could not do my job well because of my personal problems . . . ............❑ ❑ ❑ 1-l_ D
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Social I~edia: The EA Professional's Role
The increasing use of social media sites is causing headaches for workers

and their employers and creating
to prevent and

s social networking sites such
as Facebook and Twitter con-
tinue to gain followers in the

global multi-generational workforce, the
potential for negative impacts on the
workplace has become apparent. A sim-
ple comment on one of these sites, for
example, may lead to defamatory law-
suits and, ultimately, to termination.

In response to these potential pit-
falls, many human resources (HR) pro-
fessionals are beginning to implement
social media policies in their work-
places. In turn, managers and employees
are re-evaluating their online persona in
an attempt to keep their professional
and personal lives separate.

Employee assistance professionals
can assist organizaCions that are facing
social media issues by providing man-
agement consultation and training as
well as short-term counseling of em-
ployees. They also can be instrumental
in identifying the need for intervention
and providing supportive services.

PREVALENCE AND RISKS OF SOCIAL MEDIA
During May 2009, approximately 65
percent of the worldwide Internet audi-
ence visited at least one social network-
ing site. Of the 38 countries surveyed by

WendyMcMi/fan has
been in the emo%yee
assistance fie/d for the
past 14years andhas
served in a ua~iety of
ro%s, providing cbunse%
inq, training, marketing
and communication, busi-
ness de~e%pment, and

contractma~agementservices She current/y
provides onsite c/inica/sen~ices and writes about
EA topics thatpedain toproductiuityandper-
forinance. She can be reachedat weedy, mcmi/-
/anC)gmai/.tom.

opportunities for EA professionals
resolve conflicts.

comScore Media Metrix, Russia had the
most engaged social networking audi- ,
ence, with 1,307 pages per month per
visitor (Gavin 2009).

In the United States, the number of
unique Facebook users increased by 124
percent from July 2008 to July 2009,
while the number of unique users on
Twitter grew by 2,600 percent over the
same period (Smith 2009). As of July
2009, women outnumbered men on
Facebook by a ratio of 135 to 1.
Women ages 18-25 represent the largest
caCegory of Facebook users by both gen-
der and age; among Baby Boomers,
women are half again as likely to join
Facebook as men (Smith 2009).

Although Facebook was developed
for Harvard University students, the
fastest-growing segment of Facebook
clients is people over 35 years of age
(Nauert 2009). Overall, Internet users
55 and older are more likely to visit
social networking sites than business
and finance, technology, and travel
Websites (Gavin 2009).

Online social networking can, how-
ever, pose risks for both individuals and
organizations if not conducted with dis-
cretion. Here are a few examples of cor-
porate involvement resulting from online
comments or behaviors:
• A private sector union intervened to

save six unionized employees from
job termination for mocking a super-
visor on a public Internet site
(Winnipeg Free Press 2007).

• A woman "tweeted" about a moldy
apartment and is being prosecuted
for defamatory comments (Cashmore
2009).

• An employee of a government agency
in Australia was terminated after

updating her Facebook page with a
derogatory comment about "saying
no to working for * * * government
departments" (Moses 2009).
Two Domino's Pizza employees face
felony charges after filming a prank
in the restaurant and posting the
video online. The prank was viewed
more than a million times before it
was removed from the Internet
(Clifford 2009).
Social media sites are now being

cited by attorneys in child custody cases
and used by recruiters to screen job
applicants, while so-called cyberthieves
are targeting them to capture people's
identities. Earlier this year, the U.S.
Marine Corps banned Twitter, Facebook,
MySpace and other social media sites
from its networks for a period of one
year, citing their "particularly high risk
due to information exposure, user-gener-
ated content and targeting by adver-
saries" (Shachtman 2009).

Sean Roper, Internet marketing
strategist at StoneRiver, says many peo-
ple do not understand their privacy set-
tings. They may inadvertently allow any
computer user to gain access to their
photos and status updates and essen-
tially become pnyy to their "online
diary" (Roper 2009).

COMPULSIVE-IMPULSIVE OR ADDICTIVE
What is the allure of social networking
that draws millions of people to these
sites each day? For many, social net-
working is an effecCive way to promote
an interest, enjoy comedic relief, and
share photos and messages with family
and friends. For others, however, activi-
ties such as texting and tweeting status
updates can become an addiction.
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Dr. Jerald Block, in an editorial for
the American Journal of Psychiatry
(2008), wrote chat Internet addiction is
so common that it merits inclusion in
the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of
Mental Illness. According to Block,
Internet addiction falls within the "com-
pulsive-impulsive spectrum," which is
characterized by four components:
1. Excessive use, often associated with a

loss of sense of time or a neglect of
basic drives;

2. Withdrawal, including feelings of
anger, tension, and/or depression
when a computer is inaccessible;

3. Tolerance, including the need for bet-
ter computer equipment, more soft-
ware, or more hours of use; and

4. Negative repercussions, including

arguments, lying, poor achievement,
social isolation, and fatigue.
Social networking may begin as a

fun and efficient way to communicate,

and many people use texting and tweet-
ing as an occasional replacement for

face-to-face conversation. However,

when texting becomes the predominant

mode of communication and begins to

cause problems aC home and in the

workplace, assessment for abuse or

dependence criteria may be warranted.

Much like other addictive behaviors,

using social media sites provides instant

gratification. The Internet, with its

mobile applications, can become a "best

friend" 24 hours a day.

IMPACT ON THE INDIVIDUAL

Janice Lenehan, director of worldwide

employee assistance at Johnson ~'

Johnson, says it is important to recognize

the psychological and sociological impli-

cations of status updates and tweets

telling the story of someone's daily activi-

ties. Years ago, she says, a spouse would

discover an affair by finding a napkin

with a phone number written on it, hid-

den in a wallet. Today, an affair is

unveiled by "happening upon a partner's

instant message, inadvertently reading a

provocative cell phone text, opening a

phone bill that includes charges for hun-

dreds of minutes of online chats with a
stranger, or finding out that a partner is

listed as ̀single' on a networking site"

(Lenehan 2009).

"l~hese and other social networking

complications are growing exponentially

and being discussed more frequently in

therapeutic settings. Many clients are

confiding about the impact of social

media on their mood and their marital

and romantic relationships.

Social media use is also affecting

relationships between parents and chil-

dren. Many parents are permitting their

children to create Websices and

Facebook pages, but without proper

controls and monitoring, parents may

unknowingly set children up for

unwanted admirers. Conversely, some.

parents who are monitoring their chil-

dren's activities may not be paying care-

ful attention to their own messages. For

example, if a parent's 10-year-old child is

a "friend," then this "friend" is also privy

to adult conversaCions being conducted

by the parent.

An individual's online persona is

his social and professional identity. An

EA professional can assist an employee

client with developing and maintaining

an online persona by making the follow-

ing recommendations:

• Keep private matters to yourself and

ensure personal boundaries are main-

tained.

• Manage your time and set priorities.

Limit your use of social media sites to

no more than one hour per day.

• Ensure privacy settings are activated,

Be cautious about identity theft.

• Talk to your kids .about privacy

with regard to disclosing their home

address, school name, places they

visit frequently, and times they are

home alone.

• Remind individuals that they do nol

need to remain in potentially harmful

online relationships. There is an

"unfriend" button as well as privacy

controls.

• Use sound judgment and discretion
when broadcasting messages.

IMPACT ON THE WORKPLACE
Because computers are ubiquitous in the

workplace, social media issues are

becoming more common within organi-

zations. In May 2009, for example,

Americans spent roughly 593 million

minutes visiting online entertainment

news sites, 44 percent of it while at their

jobs (Radwanick 2009). The previous

month, Americans spent 13.9 billion

minutes using social networking sites.

Devoting so much work time co online

recreation can significantly diminish

worker productivity and expose organi-

zations to network security risks.

FIGURE 1: Worldwide Visits to Social Networking Sites
(Ranked by Average Hours per Visitor, May 2009)

Country Average Hours Average Pages
per Visitor per Visitor

Worldwide 3.7 525

Russia 6.6 1,307

Brazil 6.3 1,220

Canada 5.6 649

Puerto Rico

Spain
Finland

United Kingdom

Germany

United States

Colombia

Mexico

5.3 587

5.3 968

4.7 919

4.6 487

4.5 793

4.2 477

4.1
4.0

Chile 4.0

Source: comScore Media Metrix (Gavin 2009)
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In addition to suffering a loss of
productivity, organizations can experi-
ence workplace conflict when a manager
"friends" a current or former employee.
Suddenly, the employee is privy to an
entire social network. A manager's mis-
use of these sites may lead to problems
with direct reports and colleagues.
Examples of this sort of activity include a
manager who comments ̀job. well done"

on the wall of an employee, banters
casually with a former direct report, or
engages in political or religious debates

in wall chats. When these comments are
visible to other employees, there is an
increased risk of conflict.

Peter Malloy, chief information offi-

cer at Cheshire Medical Center, says
social networking in the workplace also
poses security concerns. "We need to

FIGURE 2: Total Unique U.S. Visitors to Internet Sites
(in Millions of People)

Total Internet Audience

Total Social Networking Audience

Facebook.com
MySpace Sites
Twitter.com
Betawave Partners - Partial List
Classmates.com Sites
MyLife.com
Buzz Media
Windows Live Profile
Digg.com
Yahoo! Buzz
Bebo
Linkedin.com

Source: comScore Media Metrix (Smith 2009)

July 2008 July 2009 %Change

189,134 195,538 3

128,545 147,649 15

39,087 87,748 124

75,295 68,280 -9

783 21,249 2,613

3,554 12,770 259

17,419 15,696 -10

NA 11,285 NA

6,772 11,139 64

NA 10,790 NA

6,715 9,520 42

5,136 8,865 73

5,108 8,744 71

4,804 7,941 66

~~
4,404,400

3,248,360

11,574,080

—~~~
9,825,320

9,832,760

~~~
7,183,520

7,998.260

5,737,460

~-
5,288,200

3,267,760

~ k~°~t
2,958,740

1,724,240
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find a happy medium chat allpws using;
social media safely and responsibly wh i

controlling non-business use that can
put our computer network at risk," he
says (Malloy 2009).

In work settings, there will likely be
a need for increased management con-
sultations on how to handle specific

situations. These consultations should
emphasize that just as a manager should
remain at a professional distance from
direct reports in face-to-face settings,
online relationships should follow the
same rules of engagement and disclo-
sure.

EA professionals can also provide
managers with the following pieces of
advice:
• If you decide to "friend" colleagues

who are not at your level of manage-
ment, first determine your role—that
of "boss" or "friend."

• Set personal and professional bound-

aries. Consider keeping a "friend" net-
work and a "business" network.

• Remember that employees may per-
form Internet searches about you to
gain information about your back-

ground or personal interests. Searches
could stem from simple curiosity and
evolve into intense interest. Even
posts on Twitter can be searched
on Google.

• Keep any personal "love notes" pri-
vate.
Whenever EA professionals are

called by a manager to intervene in a sit-
uacion, two questions must be asked: (1)

Have you notified the Human Resources
Department? (2) What does your per-
sonnel and/or information technology
policy say? Once these precautionary
questions are addressed, the EA profes-
sional may proceed.

If the consultation is about how to
deal with an employee, the EA profes-
sional should assess the needs of the
manager. Following are suggestions for
steps to take:
• Determine the level of impact the

employee's messaging is having on
the workplace.

• Advise the manager to define for the
employee the guidelines for social
media usage in the workplace and

www.eapassn.org



to identify any unacceptable social
postings.

• Discuss ways for the manager to
approach the employee with direct
feedback that focuses on job perform-
ance.

• Discourage any attempts by the man-
ager to diagnose problems.

• Prompt the manager to set clear
expectations for the employee.

• Remind the manager about mention-
ing areferral to the EAP.

SETTING SOCIAL MEDIA POLICY
Establishing a social media policy is best
done using a collaborative approach.
HR, legal, IT, and EA professionals can
each contribute a unique perspective to
the process of creating and implement-
ing successful guidelines.

EA professionals may also be in-
volved in the rollout of such a policy.
Facilitating discussions or leading a
training that addresses how to create and
maintain a professional online image
serves a vital purpose in such a process.

If your organization has not already
established a social media policy, con-
sider offering to help develop one. After
establishing the benefits and risks of
social networking sites for the organiza-
tion, you will want to do the following:
• Consult with legal counsel about

what is considered private informa-
tion. Define acceptable and unaccept-
able communications and identify
actions that warrant a response from
the company.

• Create a policy or an addendum that
includes e-mail and online social
media sites. Define prohibited online

behaviors, including harassment, bul-
lying and potentially aggressive lan-

guage.
• Identify audience parameters (busi-

ness-related vs, friends/family).

• Consider performance-related docu-
mentation and/or termination for
non-compliance.

• Train managers how to communicate

the policy and address non-compli-
ance.

• Recommend that the EAP assist
employees with any personal or job-
related issues that may affect perform-
ance.

As social media become a promi-

nent part of everyday life, EA profession-

als have the opporttu~iry to play an inte-

gral role in providing support services

to both individual and organizational

clients. Employee interventions and

management consultations are two key

functions that can prove valuable.

Collaborative efforts between HR,

legal, IT and EA professionals can pro-

vide the right balance for the creation

and successful implementation of a com-

prehensive workplace policy. Training

management on how to implement and

enforce the details of such a policy is .
crucial to its success. ■
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PRODUCTIVITY LOSSES FROM
DEPRESSION MORE COSTLY
THAN TREATMENT
Employees who are disabled by depres-
sion miss significantly more work days
than employees who take disability leave
for other reasons, and they also do much
less work when they are at their jobs,
according co research on more than
400,000 workers by the Integrated
Benefits Institute.

The research shows that the "full
cost" of depression, including disability
payments and lost productivity, is 2.5
times the cost of medical care and phar-
macy benefits combined. Lost productiv-
ity is the largest single cost component,
comprising 60 percent of the full cost of
depression. In addition, the research
found thaC twice as many employees
develop depression after filing a disabil-
ity claim, and lost productivity is the
biggest single cost driver of these dis-
abled employees.

"A shortsighted focus on paid bene-
fits causes employers to underestimate
the true impact of depression on the
workforce and fail to make appropriate
investments in improving workforce
mental health," says Thomas Parry,
Ph.D., president of IBI. "Such an invest-
ment, reflecting the full costs of work-
force depression, would benefit employ-
ers and their employees alike."

The research examined the relation-
ship between depression, disability and
productivity and identifies unanticipated
employer costs and significant chal-
lenges. Depression-related short-term
disability claims can be expensive,
extended and hard to manage, but they
are also quite common and constitute
the second-leading cause of disability
worldwide.

The research findings include the
following:
• Roughly 10 percent of the more than

400,000 workers studied received
medical treatment for depression dur-
ingthe. three-year study period.

• Only 30 percent of workers reporting
depression receive current profes-
sional medical care, according to
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employee self-reports.
• Nearly two-thirds of depression-

related productivity losses are due
to presenteeism.

• Employees in the depression group
had 44 percent more lost time than
employees who had no depression
treatment during their disability leave,
costing employers $3,408 more per
case.
A summary of the report, The Full

Costs of Depression in the Workforce, is
available on IBI's Website at https://ibi-~
web. org/UserFiles/File/Depression_Brie E.
pdf.

OLDER ADULTS WORKING
LONGER; YOUNGER ADULTS
STAYING IN SCHOOL
Older adults are staying in the labor
force longer and younger adults are stay-
ing out of it longer, strengthening two
trends that formed about two decades
ago and have intensified during the cur-
rent recession, according to a survey by
the Pew Research Center's Social &
Demographic Trends project.

The survey found that just over half
of workers ages 65 and older say the

main reason they work is that they want
to work, while fewer than one in five say
the main reason is that they need the
paycheck. One in four say they're moti-

vated by a mix of desire and need.
These trends are expected to con-

tinue after the economy recovers. Ac-
cording to one government estimate,
93 percent of the growth in the U.S.
labor force from 2006 to 2016 will be
among workers ages 55 and older.

When asked to identify specific rea-
sons for working, older workers empha-
size psychological and social factors—to
feel useful, to give themselves something
to do, and to be with other people.
Younger and middle-aged workers, on
the other hand, are much more inclined
to cite classic pocketbook considera-
tions—to support themselves and their
families, to live independently, to qualify
for retirement benefits, and to receive
health care benefits.

These survey findings are consistent
with a Pew Research Center analysis of
U.S. Census Bureau data showing that
the labor force participation rate of older
adults, which declined from 1950 until

the middle of the ] 980s, has been rising

Labor Force Participation Rate, by Age: 1970 -X009
(% of people 16 and older either employed or actively looking for work)
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ever since. This trend has accelerated
during this decade, especially in Che cur-
rent recession.

At the other end of the age spec-
trum, census data show that a rising
share of Americans ages 16 to 24 are in
school and a declining share are in the
labor force-57 percent today versus 66
percent in 2000.

Age is not the only demographic
characteristic of the work force that is
changing. After marching steadily
upward for five decades, the labor force
participation rate of women has leveled
off. It now stands at 59 percent, slightly
below the 60 percent peak it reached in
2000 (at the end of a period of robust
economic growth) and about 13 percent-
age points below the current participa-
tion rate for men.

As for men, their labor force partici-

pation rate has declined in this decade,
just as it has every decade since the
Bureau of Labor Statistics began keeping

such records in 1948. As of June 2009,

is stood at 72 percent, the lowest level in

modern history. The current economic

downturn .has hit men harder than

women, with men suffering about two-

thirds of all recession-related job losses.

HEALTH INSURANCE PREMIUMS
EXCEED $13,000 FOR FAMILIES
Average annual family premiums for

employer-sponsored health insurance

rose 5 percent this year, to $13,375, but

the average single premium did not sig-

nificantly increase, breaking a long-

standing trend, according to the Kaiser

Family Health Foundation.

The survey, conducted from January
through May 2009, also found increases
in average office visit co-payments, the
percentage of workers with single cover-
age who have a deductible of $1,000 or
more, and the percentage of large firms
offering wellness programs.

On average, covered workers are

contributing 17 percent of the coral pre-
mium for single coverage and 27 percent
for family coverage, similar to the last
several years. In terms of dollar amounts,
the average annual worker contributions
for single and family coverage are $779
and $3,515 respectively, which are not
significantly different from the amounts
reported in 2008.

Three-fifths of covered workers are
enrolled in preferred provider organiza-
tions (PPOs). Health maintenance organ-
izations (HMOs) cover 20 percent, fol-
lowed by point-of-service (POS) plans
(10 percent), high-deductible health
plans with savings options (8 percent),
and conventional plans (1 percent).

Since 1999, average premiums for
family coverage have increased 131 per-

cent. Average premiums for family cover-
age are lower for workers in small firms
(fewer than 200 workers) than for work-

ers in large firms (200 or more workers).
Average premiums for high-deductible
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health plans with a savings option are
lower than the overall average for all

plan types for both single and family
coverage.

Separately, the Business Roundtable,
an association of chief executives of lead-
ing U.S, companies, forecast that annual

per-employee health care costs will triple
over the next decade, to nearly $29,000,
without significant market reforms. That
figure assumes the current annual cost
increase rate of 10.2 percent will con-
tinue over the next 10 years.

RECESSION PROMPTING MANY
WORKERS TO CHANGE THEIR
HEALTH BEHAVIORS
With prospects for economic recovery
still uncertain and improvements in job
markets unlikely to materialize for sev-
eral months, many U.S. workers are tak-

ing their health and well-being into their

own hands, with both positive and nega-
tive results.

A survey of 1,500 workers at large
companies found that slightly more than

.,:
,~

one in four are foregoing health care
treatments to save money, while one in

five are not taking their prescription

drug medication dosage as prescribed by
their doctor. Nearly all workers surveyed

said they reviewed their health plan
options during Cheir last annual enroll-
ment period, and about one in four
changed health plans as a result.

On the positive side, half of survey
respondents (S2 percent) reported that
living a healthy lifestyle is more of a pri-
ority than it was a year ago. One in three
said they are exercising more often, 46
percent are eating healthier meals, and
44 percent are eating out less frequently
at fast food restaurants.

Notwithstanding these changes,
many workers are beginning to feel the
strains of the recession. Workers of all

ages, but particularly those 45-64, report
that their mental health has been nega-
tively affected by the economy.

The survey was commissioned by
the National Business Group on Health,
which represents 3001arge employers

(including 60 of the 1~ortune 100).
NBGH members provide health benefits
to more than 55 million American work-

ers, dependents, and retirees.

ONE-THIRD OF YOUNG WORKERS
LIVE WITH THEIR PARENTS
One in three U.S. workers ages 18 to 35

are living in their parents' homes, the

same percentage as live on their own,

according to a survey commissioned by

the AFL-CIO, which represents 11.5

million workers in the United States.

Only 31 percent of young workers

say they make enough money to cover

their bills and put some money aside,

22 percentage points fewer than in

1999. Six in 10 do not have enough

money saved to cover two months of

living expenses, and one in four cannot

even pay their monthly bills.

The survey found that jobs, health

care and education top the economic

agenda for young workers, more than

half of whom earn less than $30,000

annually. Three in 10 young workers
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lack health insurance, up from 24 per-
cent 10 years ago, and 79 percent of the
uninsured say they don't have coverage
because they can't afford it or their
employer does not offer it. Nearly 40
percent have put off education or pro-
fessional development because they
can't afford it.

When asked who is most responsi-
ble for the economic problems facing
the United States, nearly half of young
workers place the blame on greed by
Wall Street, banks and/or corporate
executives.

The survey of 1,156 workers, in-
cluding 602 young workers, was con-
ducted in late July. Young workers
comprise roughly 25 percent of
current union membership.

TIME SWITCH LEADS TO
INCREASE IN WORK INJURIES
The switch from standard time Co day-

light saving time each March in the

United States can mean more than just

turning clocks ahead one hour—it can

mean a greater risk of workplace injury.

An analysis of mine injuries from

1983 to 2006 revealed that 576,292

injuries were reported to the Mine

Safety and HealCh AdminisCration during

that period. The analysis also found that

an average of 3.6 more injuries were

reported on the Mondays following the

switch to daylight saving time compared

to other days, and 2,649 more days of

work were lost as a result of the injuries

(a 68 percent increase). Work experi-

ence did not appear to play a role in

the number of injuries suffered.

The researchers also looked at data

from the Bureau of Labor Statistics'

American Time Use Survey, which

measures the amount of time Americans

spend engaged in various activities,

including sleep. The data confirm that

people sleep less in the days after they

turn their clocks forward each March—

for example, they sleep an average of 40

minutes less on the Sunday night they
switch to daylight saving time.

The researchers did not find any
significant changes in the number and

News Bvzefs

severity of workplace injuries on the

Mondays after the switch back to stan-

dard time, when people "gain" an hour.

Further analysis of the American Time

Use Survey showed chat people had a

much easier time adjusting their sleep

schedules and did not, on average, sleep

less or more after they changed to stan-

dard time.

The findings are reported in the

September issue of the Journal of

Applied Psychology; which is published

by the American Psychological Asso-

ciation.

YOUNGER ADULTS, WOMEN
MORE LIKELY TO CONSIDER
OR ATTEMPT SUICIDE
Nearly 8.3 million U.S. adults ages 18

and older thought seriously about com-

mitting suicide in the past year, accord-

ing Co the first national scientific survey
of its size about this problem.

The study, by the Substance Abuse

and Mental Health Services Adminis-
tration (SAMHSA), also shows that 2.3
million adult Americans made a suicide
plan in the past year and that 1.1 mil-

lion adults-0.5 percent of all adult

Americans—actually attempted suicide.

Young adults ages 18 to 25 were far

more likely to have seriously considered

suicide in Che past year than those ages

26 to 49 (6.7 percent versus 3.9 per-

cent) and nearly three times more likely

than those 50 or older (23 percent).

These disparities in risk levels among

younger and older adults also were
found in suicide planning and suicide

attempts.

Substance use disorders were asso-
ciated with an increase in the risk of

seriously considering, planning ar
attempting suicide. People experiencing

substance abuse disordErs within the
past year were more than three times as
likely to have seriously considered com-
mitting suicide as those who had not
experienced a substance abuse disorder
(11.0 percent versus 3.0 percent).

The study also revealed that adult
females had marginally higher levels of

suicidal thoughts and behaviors than

males in the past year.

Only about two-thirds of adults

who attempted suicide in the past year

received medical attention for their sui-

cide attempts. Nearly half of those at-
tempting suicide stayed in a hospital

overnight or longer for treaCment of

their suicide attempts.

The survey was based on 2008 data

drawn from the National Survey on

Drug Use and Health, which obtained

responses from 46,190 persons aged 18

or older. The full report is available

online at http://oas.samhsa.gov/

2k9/ 165/suicide. cfm.

Suicidal Thoughts and Behaviors in the Past Year
(Among Adults, by age Group, 2008)
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Source: 2008 SAMHSA National Survey on Drug Use and Health (NSDUH)
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WEBSITE CONNECTS DISABLED
INDIVIDUALS WITH RESOURCES
The U.S. DeparCment of Labor has

launched Disability.gov, aredesigned

Website that connects individuals with

disabilities to thousands of trusted

resources on disability-related issues,

programs and services.

Formerly DisabilityInfo.gov, the site

has been completely redesigned and

updated with new social media tools,

such as a blog and a Twitter feed, to

encourage feedback and interaction

among visitors. Disabilitygov is targeted

not only toward disabled individuals but

also parents of children with disabilities,

employers, workforce and human

resources professionals, veterans, educa-

tors, caregivers and others.

Disabilitygov features comprehen-

sive information from 22 federal agencies

as well as educational institutions, non-

profit organizations, and state and local

governments. Topics covered on the site

include benefits, civil rights, community

life, education, emergency preparedness,

employment, health, housing, technol-

ogy, and transportation.

ONLINE CHAT SERVICE TO HELP
PREVENT SUICIDE BY VETERANS
The U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs

(VA) is expanding its suicide prevention

campaign by piloting an online, one-on-

one "chat service" for veterans who pre-

fer reaching out for assistance using the

Internet.

Called "Veterans Chat," the new

service enables veterans, their families

and friends to go online where they can

anonymously chat with a trained VA

counselor. If a "chatter" is determined

co be in crisis, the counselor can take

immediate steps to transfer the person

to the VA Suicide Prevention Hotline,

where further counseling and referral

services are provided and crisis inter=

vention steps can be taken.

Veterans, family members or friends

can access Veterans Chat through the

suicide prevention Website (wwwsui-

cidepreventionlifeline.org~. A "Veterans"

tab on the left side of the Website will

take them directly to resource informa-

tion. On this page, they can see the hot-

line number (1-800-273-TALK) and

click on the Veterans Chat tab on the

right side of the page to enter.

Veterans retain anonymity during

the chat by entering any. names they

choose. They are joined by a counselor

who is trained to provide information

and respond to the requests and con-

cerns of the caller. If the counselor

decides the caller is in crisis, the coun-

selor will encourage the veteran co call

the Suicide Prevention Hotline, where a

trained suicide prevention counselor will

determine whether crisis intervention

techniques are required.

Since becoming operational in July

2007, VA's Suicide Prevention Hotline

has received more than 150,000 calls,

resulting in 4,000 rescues.

WEBSITE ADDS INFORMATION
ABOUT SWINE FLU (H1N1)
Flu.gov, the U.S, government's "one stop

shop" for flu information, has added

information about swine flu (H1N1) to

its comprehensive resources about sea-

sonal flu.

The site, which is sponsored by

the Department of Health and Human

Services, includes the following features:

• Ask the Expert: People are invited to

submit their flu-related questions to

be answered by experts at the Centers

for Disease Control and Prevention. A

new question is answered each day.

• Mapping: An interactive map

provides access to location-specific

information.

• Vaccine Locator: Visitors can learn .

where to get a seasonal flu vaccina-

tion in their local area.

• The Flu Blog: A blog area on the site's

home page will discuss special topics

about the flu.

• Video Library: The video library

brings together news briefings, infor-

mational videos, Webinars and public

service announcements in one place.

Several rounds of usability testing

were used to create an intuitive, user-

friendly navigation for the site to help

people quickly and easily access infor-

mation they are seeking. Content for

the general public was reorganized and

rewritten to be easily understood and

readily accessible. Pages can be quickly

skimmed to point people directly to the

information they need.
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InfoMC -the leading Business Solutions Partner
for EAPs

InfoMCs eCura~'solution allows EAPs to enroll and track eligibility, manage affiliate providers, do
referrals, dUtIl01'IZdtIOI1S, care coordination and manage utilization, and process and pay claims.
It also links Providers and EAPs via the Internet to streamline communications.
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Contact us today to arrange a GO-minute demonstration on how InfoMC, Inc.
InfoMC can help you. i of West Elm street I suite G1 v

Conshohocken, PA 1947_Fl
phone 4£14-530-0100
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"' 21 STEPS TO
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GAMBLING
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THE 21 STEPS...

1. Admitting you have a problem
2. Understanding the problem
3. Identifying your specific problem
~1. Realizing what gambling is doing to

your personality
5, Comprehending the cost of the problem
6, Recognizing your thinking patterns
7. Dismissing your "addctive personality"
8; Finding a healthier "rush"
9, STOP gambling

www.1-877-TRY 21 STEPS.com

10. Forgiving yourself
11. Dealing with the mess you created
12, Relax
13. Simplifying your life
14. Recreating your core values
15. Understanding why gambling exists
16. Appreciating the value of money
17. Eating healthy food
18: Laughing at yourself
19, Enjoying the company of others
20. Thanking the people who helped you
~ 1, Enjoying lifie without gambling .


